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1. The speaker of one poem titled for this creature repeats “I didn't call you” and describes this creature as
an “old barnacled umbilicus, Atlantic cable…fat and red, a placenta.” That speaker tells this creature “Off,
off, eely tentacle!” after describing how this creature's “wishes / Hiss at my sins.” In another poem, this
creature declares “There are bullet tears in my eyes. / Are you terrified?” and tells the addressee “And here
you come / with a shield for a heart / and a sword for a tongue.” This creature asks “Wasn’t I beautiful? /
Wasn’t I fragrant and young?” before commanding (*) “Look at me now.” Another poem titled for this creature
declares “The water will always fall, and will not fall” because “this is a dead scene forever now.” In addition to
those poems by Sylvia Plath and Louise Bogan, this mythological creature titles a Carol Ann Duffy poem that opens
with the lines “A suspicion, a doubt, a jealousy...which turned the hairs on my head to filthy snakes.” For 10 points,
name this Gorgon who could turn people to stone.
ANSWER: Medusa [prompt on jellyfish; prompt on Gorgons] <RX>

2. In his study Parthenopaeus, Giovanni Pontano argued that this specific animal was actually a stand-in for
the author’s phallus. In a response to a poem about this animal, the author declares that his own pet is
“dearer than Indian gems” to himself and “more pure than the kiss of a dove.” The lines “pla ce bo,” “di le
xi,” and “fa re my my” imitate the chanting of a funeral mass in a poem inspired by this animal written on the
death of Jane Scrope’s pet. The ending of a poem about this animal references the myth of Atalanta and the
golden apples after the speaker asks to play with this animal to “bring some relief to [his] spirit’s black
depression.” Another poem imagines the “evil blackness of Hell, devouring all that’s lovely” before describing
this animal, who does not (*) move himself from his owner’s lap. A mock-epic by John Skelton references this
animal in its title, which is the subject of a poem opening with the line “mourn, Cupids all, every Venus!” In his
Epigrams, Martial responded to a poem about this animal by writing that his lapdog Issa was “naughtier.” The
speaker of a poem about this animal blames it for causing his sweetheart’s eyelids to become “sore and swollen red
for all her weeping.” For 10 points, name this pet bird belonging to the lover of Gaius Valerius Catullus.
ANSWER: Lesbia’s sparrow [accept Catullus’s sparrow until Catullus is mentioned; accept passer in place of
sparrow; prompt on sparrow by asking “belonging to what person?”; prompt on The Book of Phillip Sparrow by
asking “what specific animal inspired that poem?”] <RW>

3. A poem by this author states that “Contractility is a virtue / as modesty is a virtue.” That poem ends by
noting “the curious phenomenon of your occipital horn.” In addition to “To a Snail,” this author wrote a
sonnet that describes the title animal with “fawn-brown eyes and toothed gold color…lodged in the Louis
Fifteenth / candelabrum-tree.” That poem begins “No water so still as the / dead fountains of Versailles” and
abruptly ends “The king is dead.” This author of (*) “No Swan So Fine” described an animal “hid by the august
foliage and fruit of / the grape-vine / twine” in another poem. “Fire laid upon an emerald…snap[s] the spectrum up
for / food” in this poet's “To a Chameleon.” This poet broke up the word “accident” in a poem that describes a “mark
of abuse…present on this / defiant edifice.” The fragment “wade / through black jade” begins her “The Fish.” For 10
points, name this poet who described “imaginary gardens with real toads in them” in her poem “Poetry.”
ANSWER: Marianne Moore <RX>

4. In Chapter 16 of his travelogue A Tramp Abroad , Mark Twain compared his translation of a poem about
this figure to L. W. Garnham’s. This figure “will see that much further into the golden vagueness” before the
speaker describes how “love with his chisel / deepens the lines begun upon your face” in the opening poem of
James Merrill’s collection The Fire Screen. A poem titled for this figure evokes the image of “massive castle
turrets / doubling themselves in a glass” before describing shapes rising “from the nadir…their limbs



ponderous with richness.” That poem contrasts the final line “stone, stone, ferry me down there” with the
declaration “it is no night to drown in” in its opening line, and appears immediately after the poem (*) “The
Colossus” in Sylvia Plath’s collection of the same name. This figure was originally from a town named Bacharach
according to a poem by Clemens Brentano, whose story was adapted into a later 1824 poem that describes a “legend
of bygone ages” that “haunts me and will not depart.” That poem opens with the lines “I know not if there is a
reason / why I am so sad at heart,” before imagining this figure “combing her golden hair” as she weaves a spell to
capsize a boat. For 10 points, name this enchantress of the Rhine that titles a poem by Heinrich Heine.
ANSWER: the Lorelei [accept “Die Lorelei”] <RW>

5. In one poem, one of these animals is almost swept away by the “Billows of Circumference” but is saved by
an “idly swaying Plank.” The speaker of another poem expects to be “found dead” along with one of these
animals by a “humming Coroner” after they “revel…at the vat.” That poem describes how this animal
“pledges his – in minute flagons” in response to the question “Do we ‘beat’ our ‘Wife’?” and begins by
declaring that “We…live by the quaffing.” The speaker describes how “the Frogs got Home last week” in a
poem written in the form of a letter to this animal by a (*) fly that opens with the exclamation “I'm expecting
you!” These animals “Ride abroad in ostentation” in a poem that describes them as “Black, with Gilt Surcingles.”
One of these animals “Enters – and is lost in Balms” in a poem that compares “thy Jessamines” to a “fainting” one
of these animals. In another poem, “Landlords” turn out a “drunken” one of these animals “Out of the Foxglove’s
door.” Emily Dickinson wrote that a “clover, any time...is aristocracy” to, for 10 points, what insect unconcerned by
“the pedigree of honey?”
ANSWER: bees [accept bumblebees; all the poems are by Emily Dickinson] <RX>

6. A poem about one of these creatures begins with the speaker wondering about “the best of lands far from
here, in eastern places” before imagining one of them living in a forest paradise created by God. That Old
English poem collected in the Exeter Book is a translation of a poem also titled for this creature by the Roman
author Lactantius. A sonnet by Petrarch imagines one of these creatures wearing a necklace “by which all
hearts are softened, mine consumed.” The speaker opens by declaring “love made me such that I live in fire”
before comparing herself to a “new salamander on earth” or like this “other rare creature” in (*) Gaspara
Stampa’s Rime 208. This creature is the alphabetically-first of two that title a poem lamenting “truth and beauty
buried be” in its concluding “Threnos” section. The funeral of one of these creatures and a turtledove is the subject
of an allegorical Shakespeare poem. In the Inferno, Dante describes how this creature feeds only on frankincense
and ammonium before dying every five hundred years. For 10 points, name this mythological bird reborn from its
own ashes.
ANSWER: phoenix <RW>

7. The speaker of this poem notes that a “dingy cygnet never changed into a wood duck” as the seasons went
by even though “Old Pan would call from every painted hill.” This poem may have referenced Hieronymus
Bosch’s The Garden of Earthly Delights in its description of “the seraph with his six flamingo wings / and
Flemish hells with porcupines and things.” During a game of chess in this poem, the speaker imagines “killing
a Balkan king” and “promoting pawns / to ivory unicorns and ebony fauns.” Near the end of this poem, its
speaker describes a (*) “dark Vanessa with a crimson band” with “ink-blue wingtips flecked with white” before
watching “some neighbor’s gardener...trundling an empty barrow up the lane” in its final lines. The speaker of this
poem watches a “naive” and “gauzy mockingbird” sing on top of his TV antenna before recalling the death of his
ornithologist parents. “White butterflies turn lavender” in this poem as the author walks past a shagbark tree and the
old swing of his daughter Hazel. This poem opens with the line “I was the shadow of the waxwing slain.” Vladimir
Nabokov’s entomological pursuits heavily inspired, for 10 points, what 999-line poem written by John Shade?
ANSWER: “Pale Fire” <RW>

8. The speaker describes the “scent of pine” and this animal “calling through the fog” in T.S. Eliot's poem



“Marina.” Before stating “there is no water,” the speaker of another poem repeats “drip drop drip drop” and
thinks of the “sound of water over a rock / Where [this animal] sings in the pine trees.” The presence of this
animal in that poem may have been influenced by another poem that describes this animal's “carol of death.”
The fourth section of that poem introduces this (*) “shy and hidden bird” and its “song of the bleeding throat.”
That poem ends with the image of this “gray-brown bird” “twined with the chant of [the speaker's] soul” with “lilac
and star.” The speaker of a poem titled for this animal describes an “aged” one of these, “frail, gaunt, and small, / In
blast-beruffled plume,” whose “full-hearted evensong” is of “some blessed Hope, whereof he knew / And I was
unaware.” For 10 points, name this bird, a “darkling” one of which titles a Thomas Hardy poem.
ANSWER: thrushes [accept wood thrush, hermit thrush, or darkling thrush; prompt on birds; the second poem is
The Waste Land] <RX>

9. A poem by this author that begins describing sea-lions ends discussing “other chemistries of animal life /
Besides the slow oxidation of carbohydrates and / amino-acids.” Another poem by this author notes “What a
witches' sabbath of wings / Hides the dark water.” The speaker of that poem marvels “What hysterical
greed!” and states “Justice and mercy…do not concern the [title creatures] nor eternal God.” In a poem by
this poet of “Birds and Fishes,” the speaker exclaims “Better bullets than yours would miss the white breast.”
That poem by this poet begins (*) “I hate my verses, every line, every word” and commands the reader to “Love
the wild swan.” This poet described a “game without talons” in a poem where the title animal is “still eyed with the
old / Implacable arrogance.” In that poem by this poet, he declares “I'd sooner, except the penalties, kill a man than a
hawk” and states “I gave him the lead gift in the twilight.” For 10 points, name this “inhumanist” poet of “Hurt
Hawks.”
ANSWER: Robinson Jeffers [the first poem is “Animals”] <RX>

10. Mary Masters published two poems in response to a poem depicting this sort of event that imagines its
subject frolicking with the Muses. A Christina Rossetti poem about one of these events concludes with the
lines “Softly, softly let him tread, Nor disturb her narrow bed.” Suvir Kaul argued that a poem about one of
these events was strongly connected to mercantilism, as seen in its lines describing a “Tyrian hue” and a “lofty
vase” dyed by “China’s gayest art.” The speaker of that poem, which was written on a commission from
Horace Walpole, calls its central subject a (*) “presumptuous maid” before parenthetically imagining how
“Malignant Fate sat by, and smiled” before the title event occurred. This event titles a poem that declares “a Favorite
has no friend” and advises “From hence, ye beauties, undeceived, / Know, one false step is ne’er retrieved.” That
poem ends with the line “nor all that glisters, gold” after describing how “no dolphin came, no Nereid stirred” for
the title subject. For 10 points, what event occurs to a pet with a “fair round face” and “snowy beard” in a poem by
Thomas Gray?
ANSWER: death of a cat [or drowning of a cat; accept “Ode on the Death of a Favourite Cat, Drowned in a Tub
of Goldfishes”] <RW>

11. A poem by this author discusses the “purification rite” of a fish that jumps out of the water to catch a gust
of wind. Two poems by this author alternately describe a “cat’s mate...grown thin from love and barley” and
a “cat’s mistress” walking over a “crumbled stove.” The playful remark “Lucky! Nothing is wrong with me”
appears at the beginning of a poem by this author that ends with the unusual interjection “blowfish soup.”
This author used the jarring image of a “horse pissing near my pillow” to end a poem about (*) “fleas and
lice.” In one work, this author described encountering a “murder stone” wrapped in poisonous gas that would kill
any bird or insect that came into contact with it. A famous poem by this author describes a “stillness / penetrating
the rocks” punctuated by a single “cicada cry.” Over four hundred of this author and his disciples’ poems were
collected in The Monkey’s Raincoat. Allen Ginsberg used the onomatopoetic expression “Kerplunk!” to translate the
final sound of a poem by this author set at an “old pond.” For 10 points, name this author of the frog haiku.
ANSWER: Matsuo Bashō <RW>



12. A poem that asks, “Do you know lazy Belgium?” declares that these animals are “happy and proud…to be
the horse's rival.” That poem addressed to Joseph Stevens responds to Nestor Roqueplan's question “Where
do [these animals] go?” with “They go about their business.” The end of that poem titled for these animals
compares a “magnificent Italian tyrant” gifting “a gem-studded dagger or a court mantle…for a precious
sonnet or a curious satiric poem” to a painter who “stripped off his waistcoat and handed it to [a] poet” for
singing about one of these animals. The end of that (*) prose poem describes these animals and “Indian summers
and the beauty of women past their prime.” Another poem in the same collection titled for “[this animal] and the
Scent-Bottle” ends by comparing this animal to “the public, which should never be offered delicate perfumes that
infuriate them, but only carefully selected garbage.” For 10 points, the last poem of Charles Baudelaire's Paris
Spleen is titled for a “good” or “faithful” one of what animal?
ANSWER: dogs [accept chiens] <RX>

13. In a short introduction from this collection, the author noted “I don’t really know what my poems...mean
exactly,” before comparing writing them to “stepping into a force field or dream field of language, or sound.”
In a poem from this collection, a swirl of birds likened to “a halo, or a storm of glass” fly over the head of a
woman “hanging from the 13th floor window / on the east side of Chicago.” The speaker of a poem in this
collection describes “frogs who have come out of the earth / to / see for rain” and “lizards coming out of rivers
of lava...to dance for the corn.” Another poem in this collection imagines the “colonies of stars, and other
circling planet motion” in the eyes of its addressee, who is recognized as “a part of the millions of other
universes.” The title animals of a poem in this collection (*) “moaned like oceans” before prancing on the belly
of a woman and “chas[ing] deer out of [her] womb.” The title poem of this collection describes animals “who spit at
male queens who made them afraid of themselves” and “who waltzed lightly on the moon.” In the first stanza of that
poem, the title animals are described as having “skins of ocean water,” “maps drawn of blood,” and “bodies of
sand.” For 10 points, name this collection by Joy Harjo.
ANSWER: She Had Some Horses <RW>

14. Percy Bysshe Shelley described a poem named after these creatures as “truly poetical, in the intense and
emphatic sense of the word.” The second section of that poem features a song where these creatures boast
how they “have within our happy care / All the love 'twixt earth and air.” These creatures tell the speaker to
“Go tell our song” before they leave, kissing his eyes “with breathless lips serene, / As Alan's mouth was
stooped to by a queen.” That poem titled for these creatures begins describing the “motes of Bigotry's sick
eye” and “the blind feel of false Philosophy” and was published 1818 in the collection (*) Foliage by Leigh
Hunt. In a different poem, one of these creatures describes “when Rivers rage and Rocks grow cold / And Philomel
becometh dumb.” One of these creatures tells the addressee that “thy gowns, thy shoes, thy beds of Roses” are “in
folly ripe, in reason rotten” in a poem written as a response to a Christopher Marlowe poem. For 10 points, Sir
Walter Ralegh wrote a “Reply to the Shepherd” from the perspective of what mythical creature?
ANSWER: nymphs [accept Nepheliads; accept cloud nymphs] <RX>

15. Margaret Atwood's poem “Passports” ends with the image of this creature “doomed to appear…every
five years” who is “cursed if she smiles or cries.” A set of paired poems about these creatures were inspired by
a John Leyden poem titled for them that repeatedly mentions the Maid of Colonsay. A poem describes how
these creatures “call to each other and whoop and cry / All night, merrily, merrily.” A different poem titled
for these creatures describes “six or seven” of them “ris'n from the deeps to gaze on sun and heaven /
Cluster'd in troops and halo'd by the light.” That Gerard Manley Hopkins poem is titled for (*) “A Vision of”
these creatures. Another poem describes one of these creatures “singing alone / Combing her hair.” The speaker of
John Donne's “Go and catch a falling star” asks the addressee to “teach me to hear [these creatures] singing.” For 10
points, name these sea people that title two poems by Lord Tennyson.
ANSWER: mermaids [accept merman or mermen; accept merpeople; the Tennyson poems are “The Mermaid”
and “The Merman”] <RX>



16. The speaker of a poem from this movement ponders if we’re “made from that bird that flies out of its
ashes” before asking “as we go up in flames, [is] our one work...to open ourselves, to be / the flames?” In a
gory allegorical poem by an author from this movement, the speaker describes “hacking a ravine” in a bear’s
thigh to sleep inside its body for warmth before asking “what...was that sticky infusion, that rank flavor of
blood, that poetry, by which I lived?” A different author from this movement declared “I love you in mid-air,
/ I love myself the ground” in a poem about two creatures who “did the deed of darkness / in their own
mid-light” by catching a field mouse. The poems “Another Night in the Ruins” and (*) “You and I Saw Hawks
Exchanging the Prey” were written by authors from this movement. The lines “the bud / stands for all things / even
for those things that don’t flower” open a poem from this movement about an animal with a “spiritual curl of the
tail” blessed by Saint Francis. The speaker realizes that “if I stepped out of my body I would break into blossom”
after seeing “two Indian ponies” “just off the highway to Rochester, Minnesota” in a poem from this movement
titled “A Blessing.” For 10 points, name this poetry movement headed by Galway Kinnell and James Wright.
ANSWER: “deep image” [prompt on Imagism] <RW>

17. One of these creatures with “eyes tumultuous as the gems” claims it “watch[es] always…And after [it] a
strange tide turns.” In that poem, this creature is “the shadow that walks” by “the wharves by the
water-house, / And through the cavernous slaughter-house.” In addition to that creature of “Shadwell Stair,”
a character in a poem titled for these creatures “dreams of golden gardens and sweet glooms / Not marvelling
why her roses never fall.” That person has a “wall of boys on boys and dooms on dooms” in that poem titled
(*) “The Kind [these creatures]” by Wilfred Owen. E.A. Robinson's “Ballade by the Fire” repeats the line “As one
by one [these creatures] go.” A “glorious” one of these creatures “may / Burst, to illumine our tempestuous day” at
the end of Percy Bysshe Shelley's “England in 1819.” For 10 points, name these creatures that “glide, / With feet
that make no sound” in Henry Wadsworth Longfellow's “Haunted Houses.”
ANSWER: phantoms [accept ghosts] (The first poem is “Shadwell Stair” by Wilfred Owen.) <RX>

18. The speaker of a poem by an author from this country describes leaning against “the rough-skinned body
of a gliricidia” before asking “who was it then who saw the wings of seraphs? / And who is looking now,
squinting with eyes of quartz?” in his poem “Creation.” An author born in this country described a figure
“whose soul is a nuclear battery” that “pulzerize[s] Martian rock” and “doesn’t need to know our fears / so
far too grand for ontology” in the first poem in her collection Voodoo Hypothesis, titled “Curiosity.” A poem
by an author from this country declares “no one hearing knew / what change had brought into the raven’s
cawing / the killdeer’s screech, the ember-circling chough,” before describing a phenomenon that covered
“this world / like the vines of an orchard.” That poem opens by describing how (*) “all the nations of birds
lifted together / the huge net of the shadows of this earth,” and is titled “The Season of Phantasmal Peace.” The
images of a “white dust of ibises” and “the gorilla wrestl[ing] with the superman appear in a poem by an author from
this country, who asked how he could choose “between this Africa and the English tongue I love” in that poem, “A
Far Cry from Africa.” For 10 points, name this home country of Derek Walcott.
ANSWER: Saint Lucia (The first two poets are Kendel Hippolyte and Canisia Lubrin.) <RW>

19. A poem titled for one of these animals repeats the lines “One without looks in to-night” and “We do not
discern those eyes.” That Thomas Hardy poem is titled for a “Fallow” one of these animals “at the Lonely
House.” The speaker of a poem mourning the death of one of these animals promises to fill a “golden vial”
with “two crystal tears” from this animal, who loved to lie in “the bed of lilies.” That speaker declares that
the love of this animal “was far more better then / The love of false and cruel men,” and bitterly regrets her
acquaintance with (*) “unconstant Sylvio” who had given her a “silver chain and bell.” This animal was shot by
“the wanton troopers riding by” in Andrew Marvell's “The Nymph Complaining for the Death of” this animal. In a
sonnet about one of these animals, the speaker states “fainting I follow” and finds a collar “graven with diamonds in
letters plain” that tells him not to touch this animal “for Caesar's I am.” For 10 points, name this animal pursued by
the speaker of Thomas Wyatt's “Whoso List to Hunt.”



ANSWER: deer [accept fawn; accept hind or doe] <RX>

20. In one poem about this character, “God lay, agape, a great carcass,” after which this character “tore off a
mouthful and swallowed.” In another poem, this character asks “Who owns those scrawny little feet?” and
“who is stronger than death?” before replying “me, evidently.” This character tells of “a star of deathless and
painless peace” that “no astronomer can find” in a poem titled for his “Elephant Totem Song.” Another poem
titled for this character describes “sudden traps of calculus” and how “theorems wrenched men in two”
before lamenting “there was no escape except into death.” That poem explains how “sheer weariness
supervened” before “what was left looked round at what was left,” and is titled for this character’s (*)
“account of the battle.” A collection titled for this character began as an accompaniment to illustrations by Leonard
Baskin and was the first work its author published after the death of Sylvia Plath. For 10 points, Ted Hughes wrote
about the “life and songs” of what bird?
ANSWER: Crow [accept From the Life and Songs of the Crow] <NZ>


